
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of mortgage advisor.
We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply
for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for mortgage advisor

Proactively managing the customer experience from application to
completion, understanding the customer’s needs to ensure they receive
exceptional service
Influencing your network and specialist colleagues, to ensure the delivery of
consistently high standards of ‘seamless’ customer service across all branch
and specialist propositions
Agreeing personal contributions to the Branch plan and the wider business
plan, to exploit local mortgage market knowledge and intelligence
Client interface and coordination of meetings, logistics, and problem solving
Meets with customers in order to provide mortgage financing expertise
Works with Buyers and the Sales Team in order to “capture” as many
mortgage Sales as possible in order to give the Builder predictability and
visibility into their backlog
Previous phone sales experience is preferred
Well versed in consultative selling
Performing in-depth regulated face to face meetings with customers and
building relationships to provide accurate advice on our range of regulated
products
Proactively managing the customer experience from application to
completion, understanding the customer’s needs and ensuring they receive
great service at all stages
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This position is subject to the CFPB Loan Origination Compensation Rule
Knowledge of computer software including Microsoft Office programs,
training and development and Customer Service
Ability to write and communicate effectively, mentor and coach staff to reach
set production standards, and conduct presentations with various levels of
employees and management
Minimum Bachelors degree or equivalent supervisory
Fluency in Mandarin and/or Cantonese a plus
Knowledge and ability to use typical office equipment (PC, calculator, fax
machine)


